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UNITED STATES CAUGHT IN IRAQ CAR-BOMBING

Friday, October 14, 2005 - FreeMarketNews.com

It's happened again - allied troops being caught with bombs. This time it is the Americans captured in the act of setting off a car

bomb in Baghdad. Last time, as FMNN reported only weeks ago, two British soldiers, apparently working for British intelligence, were 

caught near Baghdad similarly equipped. 

According to the Mirror-World, "A number of Iraqis apprehended two Americans disguised in Arab dress as they tried to blow up a

booby-trapped car in the middle of a residential area in western Baghdad on Tuesday. … Residents of western Baghdad's

al-Ghazaliyah district [said] the people had apprehended the Americans as they left their Caprice car near a residential neighborhood

in al-Ghazaliyah on Tuesday afternoon. Local people found they looked suspicious so they detained the men before they could get

away. That was when they discovered that they were Americans and called the … police." Just as in the British incident, the Iraq

police arrived at approximately the same time as allied military forces - and the two men were removed from Iraq custody and

wisked away before any questioning could take place. 

The incidents are said to be fueling both puzzlement and animosity among Iraqis. Yet the motivation behind such activities remains 

formally unknown since in both cases the soldiers involved have been removed with an efficiency that has quashed any attempts at 

an interrogation.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FMNN FOLLOW: US. The above report came on the heels of reports regarding a similar incident in which British soldiers were

involved – and which ultimately led to an apology to Iraq by the British government. However, Realityzone.com has pointed out that

since the source is a Russian news agency, it is possible the above “may be disinformation.” Below is a U.S. press release which

apparently refers to the incident. The original Mirror story - and reader commentary - may be seen here:

http://iraqwar.mirror-world.ru/article/66519

U.S. SOLDIERS FIND, DISABLE CAR BOMB THANKS TO IRAQI TIP 

BAGHDAD, Iraq – Task Force Baghdad Soldiers found and disabled a car bomb in western Rashid thanks to a tip from a group of

Iraqi citizens Oct. 12. Soldiers from 3rd Battalion, 7th Infantry Regiment, 4th Combat Brigade Team were on patrol in the

neighborhood of Risalah when they were flagged down by a group of Iraqis who reported a suspicious vehicle nearby. 

An explosive ordnance disposal team was dispatched to the site and safely detonated the car bomb before it could be used by 

terrorists. Upon investigation the car bomb was determined to be made from seven 122-millimeter artillery rounds, four 

130-millimeter artillery rounds and a propane tank filled with homemade explosives. -30- 

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS RELEASE, CONTACT THE TASK FORCE BAGHDAD PUBLIC AFFAIRS PLANS AND 

OPERATIONS NCO, SGT. FIRST CLASS DAVID ABRAMS AT: DAVID.ABRAMS@ID3.ARMY.MIL 
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